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RAK Hotspot Miner Weekly Status Update 

January 26th, 2022 

Happy Status Update Day! 

CalChip and RAK continue to work together to deliver RAK Hotspot Miners to our remaining 
customers. :) 

Important Note: CalChip received a high number of UK RAK Miners in the previous shipment 
from RAK. This allowed for CalChip to ship almost all remaining UK backlog orders. 

CalChip has shipped all RAK Miners from the last shipment and expects to receive our next 
batch of 10k miners by the end of next week!   
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In order to provide the most accurate shipping estimates, we'll continue to update this chart as 
needed as we work through shipping out the hotspots, batch by batch. 

**Note: Nearly all UK orders have been fulfilled and are not reflected on the table above. 

Yak remains in progress due to the large volume of orders contained in this batch. 

  

Shipping: 
 
Please note that the hotspot orders are shipped out in the same order they were received, 
however, in order to streamline shipping speed, our Fulfillment Team does pick the orders 
ahead of time based on the quantity of hotspots per order.  

Please make sure you're entering your order number correctly when utilizing the Shipping 
Calculator! It's very important to pay close attention to the number of digits that are in your 
order number versus how many digits are shown on the Shipping Table. 

Zebra and Yak: 

EU Yak and Zebra are complete, with the exception of a few select orders. EU Alien is now in 
progress, and U.S. Yak is still in progress. 

Zebra Through Jabba the Hutt: 

 
Estimated to all be shipped before or by Q2, 2022. We'll share more information on the 
estimated shipping timelines for these batches as we gain more concrete supplier information. 

We appreciate you! 

 

All the best, 

The CalChip Connect Team 
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